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About This Game

Real-time physics, innovative stunts and next-generation graphics combine into a dynamic, tricked-out RC car racing experience
where players twist and turn, grind and gear up, performing aerial tricks and stunts while racking up points as they race to the
finish in an unlikely location. Slam into unwitting tourists as you race for the finish. Set on a beautiful resort island, the fast-

paced, bumper car gameplay transforms the relaxing setting into a frenzied raceway.
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Title: Smash Cars
Genre: Action, Racing, Sports
Developer:
Creat Studios Inc
Release Date: 18 Oct, 2011

 7ad7b8b382 

Minimum:

OS: Windows
Processor: Intel
Memory: 1024 MB RAM
Graphics: 256 MB DirectX 9.0c compatible graphics card (shader model 3)
DirectX®: 9.0c
Hard Drive: 300 MB HD space
Sound: DirectX 9.0c compatible

English,Russian
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Funny and fast game not only for children, give it a try! Don't want to delete anymore from your favorites games! Trust me!. I
love just about everything about this game. I love how the cars handle. I love the environment for its novelty and variety. I love
pulling off the jumps. I love ramming people in the shin and making them hop on one foot. I love the music. The difficulty is
just right, so I'll play a track a dozen times to get that gold medal. I've never been big on racing games, but I'm glad I discovered
this one.. Installed, ran, froze. Uninstalled and re-installed did the same again. DO NOT BUY. No support and a dud product..
this game is epic (please add multiplayer mode). 100% on the PS2 version, a little dissapointed with this one but it's still fun.

I Highly recommend the PS2 version to anyone who enjoyed this one.

PS2 - 8\/10 Much more content, severely dated graphics.

PC 5.5\/10 Severely lacking in content compared to PS2 version, looks phenomenal

My personal opinon, your mileage may vary.
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Great for the money.. Last a good 50 hours of play time.. DO NOT BUY THIS GAME. It might be fun on the PS3 (I don't
know if it is or not), but do not buy this game for your PC. The huge deal breaker? Gamepad support is COMPLETELY
BROKEN. The actual button layouts do not in any way correspond with the diagrams depicted (on a PS3 controller) in the
options menu, and there is no way to edit the provided layouts. The way controls are actually assigned to the gamepad is
completely nonsensical and makes the game virtually unplayable. I even attempted to play it using just a keyboard, but any
racing game fan will tell you that you need analog steering controls to play a racing game. Smash Cars is no exception. Trying to
play with the keyboard was a frustrating and messy experience. Your only hope might be to use a steering wheel setup, but I
wouldn't even count on that working properly. This is obviously just an awful console port with zero post-release support. I
wasted my money on this crap.. If you're looking to running your own virtual RC race track, this game is for you! The ability to
run your car into people's legs, boost and race in human territory makes the game incredibly fun and is a very non-serious racing
game.. reminds me of those salad days as a child racing round the ole buggys with gramps!. Total blast from the past!
I had this game for the PS2 back in the day. I'm so glad its here on steam.
I would recommend this for anyone who likes R\/C cars or action racing.
Plus, the driving physics are acctually fairly real for R\/C cars (other than the ability to jump on command.)

Update:
Fisrt off, if you're using a keyboard and mouse: RIP. You WILL need a controler for this game. Plus, it sucks that you can't set
keycommands (or button commands or controler, you can only use the ones that they give you.
Turns out the just first map is really the best (in terms of build quality.) The rest of the maps have a bunch of "mystical walls" or
in other works invisible surfaces. With slower cars you don't really have to worry about these, but faster cars are required for
certain races. Sometimes when you're flying down a stright-away your car just go flying to one side for no good reason. This can
make it impossible to win some races against the OP A.I. with infinite N2O that was put in place for the "Knockout Races.
Despite its cartoony look, its very competative game and can be hard to beat with all these glitches.
I'm still glad they tried to bring it back, but why reinvent the wheel?
I might still recommmend this game if it goes on sale, but $10 is a f***ing rip-off. (glad I got it on sale.)
If you're easily enraged; leave this page now\/do not buy. If you don't mind the glitches mentioned, and like R\/C cars; just get it
when it goes on sale.
(Sorry for typos, or misspellings, I'm stuck on this race where s*** keeps going wrong, and its p***ing me off.) XD.
\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing awesome--you're racing around a living breathing environ AND earning points for sick tricks.
The keyboard controls are pretty easy once you learn them, but I will eventually get a gamepad for this game. Basically,
10\/10--would also buy DLC if available. :3. Pretty fun little RC Car racing game. Some nitro action and jumps... What more
would you want. For starters better Xbox 360 controller support. Currently my gas button is the controllers start button. Feels
weird to play like that but at least it works. Unsure if im going to be able to remap them using 3rd party utilities or just Google...
I like the game though.. Pretty fun actually, but not spectacular. Buy on sale imo
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